


The first time your child is 

using a bicycle, even the 

smallest kids feel large.
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Easy Rider! On tour with 

the bicycle. Also for your children 

the feeling of freedom is 

irresistible.
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From a Children’s perspective the world looks di�erent. Kids see di�erent, they feel di�erent. They also have di�erent abilities, needs 

and preconditions than adults. Kid's bikes from RoyalBaby are ideally prepared for their speci�c requirements, which children have on 

a bicycle.

Safety is the most important aspect for RoyalBaby and characterises all aspects of the bicycle: child-oriented brake levers with a short 

lever distance for small hands, above average wide tires for comfort and riding stability or by German law approved re�ectors are just 

three examples, which show with which attention to detail and high understanding RoyalBaby produces the bikes.

While the high security standards will make the parents happy, optical integrated baskets, bells or bottles, which usually don't exist on 

kid's bikes, will make children's eyes shine.

SOLUTIONS
FOR KIDS

Protection 

 through closed 

chain case

Brakelevers 

with short lever 

distance

Wide tires en-

sure high riding 

stability 

extra wide and 

stable training 

wheels

ROYALBABY
SAFER RIDING - BETTER LIFE
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In Europe kid’s bikes from RoyalBaby are only available without quick release.

ISO NORM

ISO NORM

4210

8098

attractive 

accessories

handle and 

safety grip for 

parents and 

children

Established in 2009, RoyalBaby became quickly one of the best sold brands for kid's bikes in the USA. The wide and very positive 

customer feedback in the USA is a clear characteristic for the quality and innovative product features, which make cycling for kids 

easier and safer at the same time. From 2017 RoyalBaby is �nally also available in Europe.

FOR
CHILDREN'S 

HEARTS

child- oriented 

bottle

optical

integrated 

basket

TOPSELLER ROYALBABY
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The Space Shuttle is the 

 Ferrari of the product range 

of  RoyalBaby, which will get 

envious glances not only at the 

 Kindergarten.

Thank’s to the 

magnesium frame and 

wheels the weight is

only 8.7 kg!
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On request also available in purple and white.

  black   UVP
16"  Art. 667400   239 €

extra wide tires (2.4")

magnesium frame

magnesium rims

120 mm disc brakes

training wheels with magnesium stays

chain guard

bell, mounting tools

weight: only 8.7 kg

16"

SPACE SHUTTLE 
The Space Shuttle not only features a unique design but also a very light frame. This is possible due to the use of magnesium 

which also makes this bike extremely comfortable and stable. All of which combined with disc brakes (front and rear) - just like in 

those cool mountain bikes!

In Europe kid’s bikes from RoyalBaby are only available without quick release.
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extra wide tires (2.4")

aluminium frame

aluminium rims

training wheels

chain guard

front V-brake

coaster brake

water bottle, bottle cage, 

bell, mounting tools

weight: only 8.5 kg (12")

On request also available in the colours yellow and silver as well as in the sizes 14" and 18" and as steel version. 

red orange black   UVP

12" Art. 667434 Art. 667435 Art. 667433   189 €

16" Art. 667431 Art. 667432 Art. 667430   209 €

12"/16"

In Europe kid’s bikes from RoyalBaby are only available without quick release.

SPACE NO.1
Your little rider-astronaut will be spoiled with so many choices: �ashy orange, �ery red or matt black? One thing is for sure, no 

 matter which colour they choose, it will be the right one for them! RoyalBaby thought of everything: high quality aluminium frame, 

 training wheels, bell and bottle cage. Let the adventure begin!
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„Me, to small to cycle!? No!”

With the Space No. 1 also the 

 youngest manage the first  

pedals on the bike.

Light and 

 strong aluminium 

frame!
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Attention Scallywags!

No matter if you ride on a bicycle 

lane or rush over a dirt road, the

Freestyle bike is made for

adventurers like you!

Available in a 

wide variety and 

numerous sizes.
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On request also available in orange, white and pink.

extra wide tires (2.4")

training wheels

chain guard

front rim brake

water bottle, bottle cage, 

bell, mounting tools

weight: only 8.5 kg (12")

with band brake

with coaster brake

12"-18"

blue red green   UVP

12" Art. 667410 Art. 667411 Art. 667412   149 €

14" Art. 667420 Art. 667421 Art. 667422   159 €

16" Art. 667415 Art. 667416 Art. 667417   169 €

18" Art. 667425 Art. 667426 Art. 667427   176 €

blue red green   UVP

12" Art. 667407 Art. 667408 Art. 667409   149 €

14" Art. 667413 Art. 667414 Art. 667418   159 €

16" Art. 667424 Art. 667428 Art. 667429   169 €

18" Art. 667437 Art. 667438 Art. 667439   176 €

In Europe kid’s bikes from RoyalBaby are only available without quick release.

FREESTYLE
The perfect bicycle for all little adventurers. No matter which path your o�spring takes, the Freestyle bike, which has been designed 

 based on the geometry of mountain bikes, will take them anywhere. The decision for the kid won't be an easy one: blue, red or 

better green? Don’t forget: the Freestyle bike is also available in 14"!
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training wheels

chain guard

front rim brake

handlebar basket, 

bell, mounting tools

weight: only 8.6 kg (12")

pink blue   UVP

12" Art. 667446 Art. 667447   149 €

14" Art. 667448 Art. 667449   159 €

16" Art. 667451 Art. 667452   169 €

pink blue   UVP

12" Art. 667440 Art. 667441   149 €

14" Art. 667442 Art. 667443   159 €

16" Art. 667444 Art. 667445   169 €

12"-16"

with band brake

with coaster brake

In Europe kid’s bikes from RoyalBaby are only available without quick release.

STAR GIRL
Pink or light blue? Let your little princess make the right decision. The Star Girl features high quality components such as noise 

 reducing training wheels and a colour matching basket with enough place for her favourite doll! And don't forget: the Star Girl is also 

available in 14"!
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Pretty in Pink! 

Promised: the Star Girl will 

be the first love of your 

little princess.

Elaborate details

and harmonious

colours!
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FEATURES

The training wheels 

can be removed 

 without taking the 

rear wheel out.

FURTHER
PRODUCTS

   (on request)

Kid's bikes from 

RoyalBaby come to 95% 

pre-assembled. The fun 

can start right away.

The kid's bikes from 

RoyalBaby comply with the 

international  standards 

ISO 4210 or ISO 8098.
16" | 18"

Bull Dozer

14"

MgDino
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20"

Freestyle 20" 
6 Speed MTB

12" | 14" | 16" | 18"

Mermaid

Jenny

12" | 14" | 16" | 18"

12" | 14" | 16" | 18"

Little Swan

20"

Freestyle 20"

12" | 14" | 16" | 18"

Flying Bear

12" | 14" | 16" | 18"

Honey

12" | 14" | 16" | 18"
steel or aluminium

Button

Leopard

14" | 16" | 18"

Candy
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Distribution: 

T H E  B I K E  E X P E R I E N C E

Haßbergstr. 45 
96148 Baunach - Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 95 44 94 44 - 0   
www.royalbabybikes.com




